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ABSTRACT
Manipulation of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) by an external magnetic field has been widely studied in the fields of biotechnology and
medicine for collecting and/or reacting biomaterials in the solutions. Here, dynamic behaviors of MNP in solution under changing gradient
magnetic field were investigated using our newly developed laser transmission system (LTS) with a variable magnetic field manipulator. The
manipulator consists of a moving permanent magnet placed beside the optical cell filled with MNP solution. A laser beam was focused on the
cell and the transmitted laser beam was detected by a silicon photodiode, so that the localized concentration of the MNP at the focused area
could be evaluated by the intensity of transmitted laser beam. In this study, the LTS was applied to evaluate dynamic behaviors of MNP in
serum solution. Dispersion and aggregation of MNP in the solution were evaluated. While time evolution of dispersion depends on the serum
concentration, the behavior during aggregation by the magnetic field was independent of the serum concentration. A series of measurements
for zeta-potentials, distributions of particle size, and magnetization distributions was carried out to understand this difference in the behavior.
The results indicated that a Brownian motion was main force to distribute the MNP in the solution; on the other hand, the magnetic force to
the MNP mainly affected the behavior during aggregation of the MNP in the solution.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5130167., s
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) have been widely studied in
biology for manipulating biomaterials combined with MNP. MNP
generally are a few nanometers in size, so that they show super-
paramagnetic. This superparamagnetic is considered to be one of
good features of MNP for biological applications, because the mag-
netic moments of MNP rapidly relax by absence of external mag-
netic fields. Actually, a lot of emerging systems using MNP has
been proposed and developed in biology and medicine: drug deliv-
ery using magnetic field gradients,1,2 magnetic particle imaging
(MPI),3–6 and magnetic immunoassay (MIA).7–10 In this kind of
applications, MNP are manipulated by magnetic field gradients, so
that it could be important to understand dynamic behaviors of MNP
under exposure of magnetic field gradients. While static properties
of MNP have been studied by many researchers using a scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), dynamic behavior of the MNP has not been studied in detail.
Also, in terms of “practical” applications of MNP, dynamic behav-
iors are supposed to depend on biological solvents; serum and body
fluid.
In our group, a variable magnetic field manipulator with a
permanent magnet placed beside a MNP solution cell has been
developed for per-treatment of magnetic immune assay, and we
found that immune reaction of analytes with MNP’ beads could
be promoting by our manipulator.11 The theory of Brownian
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FIG. 1. System configuration: (a) Front view, and (b) Top
view.
particle interaction with external magnetic force has been under-
stood by classical electromagnetic laws.12 However, there are few
studies that experimentally evaluate the motion of MNP in actually
biological solvents. Here, we have developed laser transmission sys-
tem (LTS) with a variable magnetic field manipulator, which enable
us to observe localized MNP concentration in the solutions while
MNP are manipulating by the gradient of the magnetic field. Thus,




Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show the schematic front and top view of
the developed LTS with the manipulator. A glass cell was used for
sample container and the permanent magnet with the magnetic field
density of 511 mT was placed beside the cell. The permanent magnet
was mounted on a stepping motor-driven liner stage, so that the dis-
tance between the cell and the magnet, therefore, the magnetic field
gradient across the cell, could be repeatedly changed. A neodymium
magnet was used as the permanent magnet. The size of magnet was
15 cm times 10 cm times 10 cm, and the maximum energy product
was between 342 and 366 kJ/m3. A laser beam produced by a con-
ventional semiconductor laser was focused onto the cell with a spot
size of 1 mm in diameter, while the internal dimension of glass cell
was 10 mm in length, 2 mm in width, and 40 mm in height. The
wavelength of the laser was ∼635 nm. The laser beam transmitted
through the cell was collimated by a convex lens and focused on a Si-
pin-photodiode by an objective lens. The effective sensing area of the
photodiode was 0.5 mm2. A pinhole was mounted after collimation
and a polarizer was applied in front of the photodiode; therefore,
scattered laser beam by MNP could be suppressed. Thus, the trans-
mittance of the cell, and the local concentration of the MNP, could
be measured as the magnitude of the signal of the photodiode.
B. Sample preparation
Resovist (KYOWA CritiCare Co., Ltd., Tokyo) of 50 mg/mL
was used as the MNP. The hydrodynamic diameter of Resovist and
the MNP core diameter were 62.5 nm and 22.4 nm, respectively,13
and the volume fraction of MNP in Resovist was calculated with
0.0460 by assuming the particle as a sphere. Resovist was mixed
with a serum–buffer solution of 200 μL. The serum-buffer solu-
tion was prepared by mixing the serum and the 50-mM-HEPES
solution. The concentration in the serum–buffer solution was in the
range of 0 to 5 v/v%. Resovist is a well-known contrast agent for
liver, which consisted with nano-particles of iron oxide coated with
carboxydextran.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To observe the dynamic behaviors of dispersion of MNP for
each sample, the transmittance was measured while the distance
between the cell and the magnet increased from 4 mm to 49 mm.
The speed of the magnet motion was at ∼10 mm/s. The normalized
transmittance as a function of time evolution was shown in Fig. 2 (a)
and corresponding distance to the transmittance was plotted in
Fig. 2 (b). The laser beam was focused close to the magnet in the
cell as indicated in Fig. 1. Note that the time evolution of transmit-
tance for 5%-serum was so slow that the transmittance reached to 1
is out of the time scale shown here. This saturation in the signal was
at the time between 18 sec and 30 sec.
The transmittance was relatively low when the magnet was
close to the cell, which indicated that the MNP were concentrated
to the magnet side of the cell. By increasing the distance between
the cell and the magnet, the transmittance gradually increased. This
increment of the transmittance indicates that the MNP gradually
FIG. 2. Difference of diffusion lag by serum concentration: (a) The normalized
transmittance as a function of time evolution, and (b) T he distance between the
magnet and the cell as a function of time evolution.
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FIG. 3. Serum concentration dependence of status of MNP: (a) Zeta potential, and
(b) Mode particle diameter.
diffused in the solution. For the 5%-serum solution, fluctuation in
the transmittance was observed during the diffusion. This fluctua-
tion might be caused because MNP aggregated and the particles with
larger size passed across the laser beam.
We also found that the diffusion time increased by increas-
ing the serum concentration in the buffer solutions. To understand
the differences in the diffusion times for different serum concen-
trations, a series of measurements of the solutions was carried out
on zeta-potentials, distributions of the particle size, and magnetic
susceptibilities of the MNP in the serum solutions.
The zeta-potentials and distributions of particle size of MNP in
the solutions were measured by an electrophoretic light scattering
and a dynamic light scattering method, respectively, using a parti-
cle analysis system (Zetasizer nano ZS, Malvern Panalytical, United
Kingdom). Fig. 3 (a) shows the zeta-potentials of the MNP, where
the zeta potential is defined as the electric potential on the slipping
plane where liquid flow occurs in the electric double layer.
The zeta potential of the MNP in the buffer solution was -
23.5 mV while the zeta potentials were approximately -7 mV in
the serum-solutions. The absolute values of zeta-potential for the
serum-solution slightly decrease with increasing the serum concen-
tration. Generally speaking, the particles show good dispersibility for
the zeta-potential of around ±25 mV. Therefore, the result suggests
that, the MNP in the serum solutions easily aggregate while the MNP
in the buffer solution maintains dispersibility.
The dynamic light scattering method was applied to the MNP
as mentioned above, where scattering of the laser beam by the MNP
was observed and a fitting analysis using a diffusion coefficient was
applied to the data. Thus, the distribution of the particle size could
be evaluated. The diameters of the particles at the peak of distribu-
tion (mode particle diameters) are plotted in Fig. 3 (b). The diam-
eter of Resovist in the buffer solution was 73.0 nm for this experi-
ment. The serum solution mainly included larger particles of a few
hundred nanometers in size in comparison with samples without
serum.
The initial magnetization curves of the MNP in the solu-
tions were measured using a low-temperature superconductor-
superconducting (LTS-) quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer (MPMS3, Quantum Design, San Diego, USA) as
shown in Fig. 4 (a). To reduce the magnetic signal from the sol-
vent, differential signal was calculated by subtracting the signal of
the sample containing only the solvent from the signal of the sam-
ple containing MNP. The MNP showed superparamagnetic prop-
erties and the magnetization slightly decreased with increasing the
serum-concentration in the solutions. The magnetic moment dis-
tributions of the MNP in the solutions were calculated by fitting
a Langevin model of superparamagnetism to the initial magneti-
zation curves of MNP shown in Fig. 4 (a) and by applying the
non-regularized inversion methods.14 The distributions are shown
in Fig. 4 (b), the y axis represents the weighted intensity of magnetic
moment corresponding to each core magnetic moment, and the
“Intensity-weighted magnetic moment n (m)×m” means the inten-
sity of magnetic moment weighted corresponding number of the
core. The magnetic moment distributions of the MNP mainly had
two peaks, the first peaks with the magnitude of magnetic moments
m of 1.1×10-19 Am2 and the second peaks with the magnitude of
magnetic moments m of 2.4×10-18 Am2. The intrinsic saturation
magnetization was determined to be Ms = 300 kA/m using the
specific density of 5150 kg/m3 for the MNP. The peaks around
m = 2.4×10-18 Am2 corresponded to an MNP core diameter of d
= 26.2 nm by assuming m = (π/6)d3Ms.14 The calculated volume
fraction of MNP in Resovist by our measurements was 0.0462, and
almost same with the value as mentioned in the section II. The
results in Fig. 4 (b) also indicate that the second peaks of the MNP
shifted slightly in a direction of decreasing the magnitude of mag-
netic moments m with increasing the serum concentration. It could
be that the particles were aggregated by increasing serum concentra-
tion, thus the magnetic moments weakened each other. It suggested
FIG. 4. Difference of magnetic characteristics of the sample by serum concentration: (a) I initial magnetization curves, and (b) Distributions of magnetic moment.
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FIG. 5. Difference of aggregation lag by serum concentration: (a) The normalized
transmittance as a function of time evolution, and (b) The distance between the
magnet and the cell as a function of time evolution.
that the first peaks in the distributions were derived from original
cores of the MNP, and the second peaks were derived from apparent
large cores that may be attributed to other factors such as magnetic
interactions between the nanoparticles and magnetic anisotropy.
Considering the series of measurements of MNP, decrease in
the diffusion speed with increasing the serum concentration could
be explained as following mechanism:
The fact that the magnetic moment distributions did not
change by changing the serum concentration suggests that the mag-
netic forces to the MNP in the solutions received from the magnet
might less effect on the MNP motions in Fig. 2, but a dispersion
force of MNP effects on the MNP motion, which could change by
the serum concentration. We have measured the serum concentra-
tion dependence of the viscosity in the concentration range between
0% and 50%. And as the result of interpolation of data, we found
the change in the viscosity of the serum solution could be 2% in
magnitude in the concentration range between 0% and 5%.15
Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show the time evolution of the transmittance
of MNP in the solution and the distance between the cell and the
magnet during the magnet approaching to the cell. Because the mag-
netic field density will increase in the cell, we expected that the MNP
aggregate to the magnet side of the cell. The speed was at ∼10 mm/s.
Firstly, the MNP were diffused over the cell and gradually aggregated
near the magnet. While the motion of MNP for diffusion largely
depends on the serum concentration in the solution, the motion of
MNP for aggregation was almost independent on the serum concen-
tration. This result indicates that Brownian motion was dominated
for the diffusion, the magnetic force mainly affected aggregation of
MNP.
IV. SUMMARY
We have developed the LTS with the variable magnetic field
manipulator to evaluate the behavior of MNP in the solutions.
The series of measurements of zeta potentials, particle size distri-
butions, and magnetizations of MNP was carried out to under-
stand the observed behaviors. The results indicated that a Brown-
ian motion was main force to distribute the MNP in the solution
so that the motion depends on the viscosity. On the other hand,
the magnetic force to the MNP mainly affected the behavior dur-
ing aggregation of the MNP in the solution. These discussion could
contribute to manipulate the MNP in actually biological tissues and
bodies.
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